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“Believe those who are seeking
the truth. Doubt those who
find it.”
-Andre Gide

It’s About Time!!
By Alec Hamer~ Daily Bull

I don’t know if you are aware,
but last week a piece of landmark legislation went through
a Colorado court of appeals
concerning the use of conceal
and carry weapons. Conceal
and carry, for those of you
not well acquainted with the
wonderful world of guns, is
the government granted ability
to conceal and carry a gun. In
other words: awesome.
What happened is a ruling
was made that will now allow
students at the University of
Colorado to conceal and carry.
Whoa. Now, a lot of you crazy,
hippy liberals are probably crying foul. “Who needs a gun on
campus?” “Why do they need
guns if pot is nearly legal?”
“What is there to be afraid of in
Colorado?” These are all valid
questions if you like to hug
trees. You see, shooting shit is
fun. God invented the pistol so
that man could not only shoot
his fellow man but also shoot
other stuff.
...see I was gun-na say on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the munchies!

Daily Bull <3 Pi
By Liz Fujita and Nathan Invincible ~ Daily Bull

For those who did not get a chance
to enjoy the “oh-so beautiful” weather
on Friday, allow us to explain.

Sudoku

cast a loving umbrella over our basic
message: “THE DAILY BULL LIKES PI AND
THE EERC TREE.” That’s dedication.

Under the cover of darkness and Scattered among the 1400 or so numimminent bad weather, the Daily bers were also important subliminal
Bull left a coded
messages. “Sonic
message all across
says read the Daily
campus. It was
Bull!” “Now with
recognizable only
more daily!” But
to the wisest:
what did the ser3.141592653…
pentine path of
thousands of digirrationality mean?
its of Pi wound
Careful followers
from Walker, past
may have noticed
Fisher/DOW/
that the two pi
EERC, and to the
paths met in front
Library, while a
o f t h e l i b r a r y,
Pi pi pi pi pi PIE! <3 We were even
similar number
where several Bull
stretched from just past featured in the Tech Alum Newsletter! staff members gave
the MUB. We crawled
away… free cookies!
and scrawled with chalk for nearly two
hours, muttering like crazy people on Yep. Free! More than 300 of them, in
a mission.
fact. Some people were doubtful –
“What do I have to do for it?” Oh, you
Mother nature, in typical Houghton cynic. We didn’t even make ‘em do
fashion, decided to put our geeky something stupid or embarrassing. We
little organization into time-out. She just suffered in the gale-force, bitterblustered and rained all over our hard cold winds so that other people could
work, wiping out nearly half the digits have a better day! Aren’t we loving?
we had worked so hard to display. In
...see Mmmm... Energy on back
a heroic act, however, the EERC tree

My entire home state is stoned right now...

Now 100% more real!

... I was gun-na say from front

The Epiphany Waffle

Having a gun on campus would be AWESOME!!

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

For all the horrible things we say about
dorm food around here, there are actually some noticeable pros: eternal
cereal, Mountain Dew Code Red, and
stir fry come to mind. Less appreciated,
however, is the simple heated-batter
and
tree-blood
breakfast – waffles.
... Mmmm... Energy from front

Anyway, 100% genuine, arsenic-free
cookies were given
to the willing by the
droves. For those
who were left wanting more, we had
an extra challenge:
guess how many
calories were in the
$53 of cookies we
bought for a chance
to win FREE PI(E)!
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And now the great
mystery of Daily Bull
Loves 3.14 is revealed. Ta-da!
For such a crappy
day, we had an impressive 92 guesses.
Ranging from 800 to
117 million, the average for the normal
guesses was 57,802
Calories. Sorry Rob
Halwani, Bullshit+1 isn’t quite correct.
The right answer turned out to be
38,440. Here are the winners!
In third place, off by a mere 914, was
Joseph Supinsky! He wins a small
apple pie, not even big enough to
smash into someone’s face. NONETHELESS DELICIOUS AND FREE!
We then had a tie for first place. Both
James Clevenger and Tony Stromer
were a mere 560 off, so we decided
to have a head-to-head, “Guess the
calories in the pies” competition,
since they’re the best calorie estimators on campus. Turns out we didn’t
need to! James and Tony live together and decided to share the pies.
Mmmm, Pumpkin-cherry pies. Thanks
for playing everyone! Tune in next
year for more awesome giveaways.

I was having a particularly depressing,
dreary week about
a month ago. Looking for some kind
of fresh start to my
day, I ladled some
tan goop into a fancy griddle, shut the
lid, and listened to it sizzle up a waffle.
I got steadily more depressed as I remembered that I forgot to spray the
waffle iron, leaving the poor thing defenseless to burns and scorches.

tore. It was raggedy and half-stuck to the
iron. Great. But you know what, Michigan Tech? I sat down, I ate, I thought…
and I had epiphanies.
All my personal troubles, gone! Every
worry about finishing
mountains of homework, poof! The tired
and vampire-esque
bloodshot eyes paled
back to white. The
epiphany waffle had
spoken!!

It was like Yoda – just
lurking there on my plate, swamping
around in syrup. But it held all the wisdom of the world! I could cure cancer
if I ate an epiphany waffle every morning! Even my cannibalistic fish pet from
last year could have been set right had
he nibbled a corner of a crispy golden
Beep. When I pulled out the waffle, it chunk of batter.
Now just imagine
the possibilities
if I remembered
to spray the iron
before cooking.
Woah.

Think about it. You are sitting in your major’s computer lab. All of a sudden your
essay for World Cultures takes a shit on
you. Oh what to do!?! Well, if you’re
lucky enough and fortunate enough to
be attending University of Colorado, you
could pull out your gun and “shoot the
damn thing.” I’m sure computer problems would drop considerably if this
started happening on a regular basis. I
hear the IT department doesn’t like finding bullet holes in the sides of computers.
Also, you could use it as a prop like old
men do in western films. You know, you
say some sort of corny line like “this town
ain’t big enough for the two us” or “you’re
the man now, dog” and then draw your
gun. This isn’t something the hippies will
like but unfortunately they’ll just have to
deal. If things were my way… everyone
would carry a gun.
Think! No one would pull a gun because
a gun would be pulled on him or her. No
one would commit crimes anymore because if they did, they would be shot. If
everyone had a gun, there would be an
end to shootings, as we know it. What a
beautiful world full of bullets.

